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A practical procedure for the systematic application of Foss's method 
to the solution of multi-degree-of-freedom damped systems. is presented. 
ii 
It is relatively easy to determine the response of. classically damped sys-
tems to various inputs. For non-classically damped systems the method pro-
posed by K. A. Foss has been employed. This method gives an exact and 
complete solution for the response of line.ar multi-mass damped systems sub-
jected to arbitrary inputs. Since the method requires lengthy and complex 
computations, the use of a digital computer is essential. In order to obtain 
the complete response of a multi-mass damped system to both sinusoidal and 
transient inputs, three Fortran IV programs were developed. The structure 
and use of these programs are described. 
Advantages and limitations of Foss's method are discussed. A sample 
problem is solved to demonstrate the application of Foss's method to a non-
classically damped multi-mass system. 
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Many engineering vibration problems can be analyzed according to the 
theory of one-degree-of-freedom damped systems. More complex systems 
may pos·sess several degrees of freedom. The standard procedure for solv-
ing damped multi..ldegree-of-freedom systems is as follows. 
First of all, the equations of motion of tlile system are written by using 
Newton's s ,eeond law of motion or Lagrange's equations, or by the method of 
inftaence coefficients. Then. the equations of motion of the system are solved 
by assmning an appropriate form of the solution.. As the number of degrees 
of freedom increases, the solUtio:& of the se·t of differential equ.atiellS becomes 
more and more laborious. 'Ihe solution of an undamped multi.-degree-of-freedom 
system is straightforward(S, 14), while that for a damped one is much more 
complex. 
Damped multidegree-of-freedom systems fall into two categories. 
Classically damped systems: those systems in which matrix [ C) is a 
linear combination of matrices [ M] and [ K] , so the undamped normal modes 
successfully uncouple the equations of motion. 
Non-classically damped systems: those systems in which the undamped 
normal modes can successfully diagonalize the [ M] and [ K] matrices but fail 
to diagonalize the [ C ) matrix. 
The solution of a nonclassically damped multi-degree-of-freedom sys-
tem becomes more complicated because of the existence of velocity coupling 
due to damping. One method for obtaining an appro:ximate solution is to neglect 
the off diagonal terms in the damping matrix(!). '!he solution thus obtained 
2 
may involve significant error if the off diagonal term.s in the damping matrix 
are large. Furthennore, it is often necessary to have a.n exact solution for 
many engineering applications. 
K. A. Foss (5) has developed a normal coordinate system in 2N space 
which can uncouple the the differential equations of a damped multi-degree-
of-freedom. system. Foss's method gives a complete and ·exact solution of 
a viscously damped multi-mass system. As this method is complex, use of 
a digital computer is essential. 
The objective of this thesis is to develop Fortran IV programs for 
determining the complete response of a multi-mass damped system using 
Foss's Method. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Because of the wide applications of damped systems, several methods 
have been developed for their analysis. Some of the methods , however, are 
suited for particular types of problems onlyo The various methods described 
in the literature are summarized briefly as follows. 
To K. Caughey and M. E. J o 0' Kelly(2) have developed a. perturbation 
technique to solve weakly damped multi-mass systems. There they have shown, 
by using a perturbation technique, how to find the damped natural frequencies 
and mode shapes from the undamped natural frequencies and mode shapes. 
Their technique is not directly applicable to determination of the vibrational 
response to a. transient input. 
It has been shown that certain damped multi -mass systems having iden-
tical masses, springs, and dampers possess classical mode shapes. T. T. 
Soong<12 ' 13), taking advantage of this fact, describes a perturbation technique 
for finding the steady state response of a damped multi-degree-of-freedom system 
in which elements of the system do not differ appreciably in numerical value. 
The technique can be extended to systems in which the masses, damping coe-
fficients, and spring constants are variable provided the variations in any of 
them are less than their initial valueso 
(9) Co T. Molloy has suggested the use of four-pole parameters for 
finding the steady state response of multi-degree-of-freedom systems. It is 
analogous to the "Black Box" technique used in electrical engineering. This 
method can be applied to a large class of system.. It is relatively easy to 
handle mathematically, especially with a digital computer, when the number 
4 
of degrees of freedom of the system is large. As. the algebra involved to det;.. 
.ermine the system response to transient inputs is tedious,· this method is 
practical for determining steady-state response of the system only. 
It is a well-known fact that after some time; the response of a damped 
multinlass system to a sinusoidal input becomes sinusoidal, with the sam.e 
angular velocity n as the inpu.t, but usually wtth some phase-shift with respect 
to the W:put. Us.ing this fact Vierck(lS) has given a method for determi.njng 
the steady-state response of a damped multi:_ mass system to a sinus.oidal input. 
'lb.~ procedure in brief can be described as follow.s. After writing oown the 
equations of motion of a given multi-mass damped system in matrix notation, 
-:;-, iQ t 
a steady-state response of the system is assumed of the form {X} = {A r e • 
Substituting this into the equations of motion and performing the necessary 
matrix operations, we get the required steady-state response of the system. 
As the number of degrees of freedom becomes large, the required matrix 
operations become tedious and so the use of a digital computer becomes ess-
ential. However, as will be shown later (P.62), this method is inefficient in 
terms of computer time compared to that required using Foss's method for 
determining steady-state re:tponse of the system. 
Holzer's Tabular method(4 , 14) gives the approximate damped natural 
frequencies and mode shapes .and an exact steadY""state forced vibration re-
sponse of a multi~ass system. It can be· a tedious task to determine the 
damped natural frequencies manually by this trial and error method, so use 
of a digital computer is recommended for large-degree-of-freedom systems. 
This method does not provide system response to transient inputs. 
K. A. Foss(S) has developed a modified Normal Mode technique, which 
is a very powerful method for solving nonclassically damped multi-degree-of-
freedom systems. Here the original system is transformed into 2N space, 
4a 
in which the equations of motion of the system can be uncoupled. This is the 
only known method which gives a complete solution of most of the non-classi-
cally damped multi -degree -of -freedom systems. The use of a digital computer 
is essential .. · Textbooks and articles{3 , 5' 7) ·cover the mathematics of Foss's 
Method in some detail. However, no reference, at least to the writer's know--
ledge, gives a practical procedure for the systematic application of Foss's 
Method to the solution of engineering problems. 
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illo FOSS'S METHOD(5) 
Generally, the equations of motion of a linear damped system ca.n be 
derived by using Newton's second law of motion or Lagrange's equations. 
These are derived here by using Newton's second law of motion. 
Before proceding further it is necessary to define: 
(1) Generalized Coordinates: A minimun set of independent coordinates 
or 
used to completely describe the motion of a system. 
(2) Newton's Second Law of Motion: The time rate of change of linear 
momentum in any direction is equal to the external force applied 
in that direction. 
d • 
!!Fx. =dt (m.X.} 
1 1 1 
!!Fx. = m.Xi 
1 1 
when m. =constant. 
1 
Derivation of Equations of Motion of Multi-Degree-of-Freedom Damped Systems 
Consider a system of N discrete masses M. coupled together through 
. 1 
springs and dashpots as shown in the Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2 shows a. free-body diagram of the forces acting on the ith mass. 
By Newton's second law of motion we have 
M.X. = K .. +2(X.+2 - X.) + K. .+1(X. 1 - X.) 1 1 1, 1 1 1 1, 1 1 + 1 
+ C. .+1(X. l - X.) - K. 0(X.) - K. 1 .(X. - X . 1) 1, 1 1 + 1 1, 1 1- , 1 1 1-
- C. 1 .(X. - X. 1 ) - C. 0x. + C. . 2 (X. 2 - X.) + f.(t) (1) 1- , 1 1 1- 1, 1 1, 1+ 1+ 1 1 
.fter rearranging, 
~-l,i 



















M.X. - X. 1 (C .. 1) + X.(C. O + C. 1 1 + G • . +1 + C .. +2) - X.+1(C .. +1 ) 1 1 1- l, 1- 1 1, 1- , I, I 1, 1 1 1, I 
-X.+2(C .. +2 ) - X. 1 (K .. 1)+X.(K .. +2 + K .. +1 + K. 0 + K. 1 .) 1 1, 1 1- 1, 1- 1 1, I I, 1 1 1- , 1 
-X.+l(K .. +1)- X.+2(K .. +2) = f.(t) I I, 1 1 1, 1 1 
In this way we can write down N differential equations for N discrete 
masses, and these equations may be represented in matrix form as 
. 

















= [M] i 




ell c12 clN 
c21 c22 c2N 
[ C] = =£c .. ] 1J 
CNl CN2 CNN 
~ 
~ 
{xr = a displacement column vector 





{f(t)} = a force column vector of order 
Nxl 
fN(t) 
[ M] is a diagonal matrix if the motion of each mass is described by 
an independent absolute coordinate. In general, [ M], [K), and [C) are 
symmetric matrices. 
Coordinate Transformation 
Ko A. Foss(5) has developed a method for solving many practical non-
classically damped systems. This method .can also be appli~.d to classically 
damped systems. 
Jn this method the original system is transformed into 2N space, in 
which the equations of motion of the system can be uncoupled. For a linear 
dam.ped .system, the equations of motion are 
.. . 
{ M] { x} + [ CJ {X} + [ KJ { X} = { f(t)} 
Let us define our new coordinates and forcing function such that 
and 
{F(Q} = {~::~ 
Both { Z} and { F(t)} are column vectors of order 2N x 1. 
and 
Also, we define tae following set of matrices of order 2N x 2N. 
[R] = 














{X}, {X}, { 0}, and { f(t)} are column vectors of order N x 1 associated 
with our equations of motion. . With these definitions our original equations of 
motion can now be reduced to 
• 
[ R] { Z} + [ S] { Z} = { F(t)} (5) 
By matrix operations, we can split equation (5) into two equations. One 
of these is our original equation of motion, i.e., equation (4) and the other is 
11 
an identity. 




[ M] ] { {~}\ + r-[M] 
r CJ . { x} { L r01 
J {o} \ . 
\ { f(t)} i , 
or 
lMl {x}- £M1 {x}-,- {;e}, 
and 
£MJ {x} +lCJ {x} + {Kl {x} = {f(t)} 
In order to find the solution to equation (5), we first find the homogen-
eous solution, i. e. , as if there is no forcing function. Thus 
. 
[ R] { Z} + [ S] { Z} = { 0} (6) 
Free Vibrational Response 
To obtain the solution to equation (6), assum:e 
{z~} JrX}~ = 1 {x}f at at \ . a{~ t} e {cit}=e {4>} 
Substituting equation (7) into equation (6) we get 
[ a [ R] + [ S] ] { ~} = { 0} 
(7) 
(8) 
Premultiplying by [ S] - 1 and dividing through by a, this equation becomes 
[[S]-1 [R] +! [I]] { ~} = {0} 
a 
Here [I] is an identity matrix of order 2N x 2N. 
~y matrix operations it can be shown that 
[ S]-1 [
-[M]-1 







-1 [S] [ R] = . 
[ 0] 
[ 0] - 1] [ [0] 




[K] -l[ C} 
Note that here [I] is an identity matrix of order N x N. 
Substituting [ S] - 1 [ R J in equation (9) we get 
-[I] ]{<1?} + 1 [I] {~} = {0} 
[K]-1[ C] a 
(10) 
Let us define 
[U] = (I] ·] 
-[K]-1 [ C] · 
Thus we have 
1 [ U] { <P} - - (I] { <P} - { 0 } 
a 
or 
[U) {<P} _1 (I] {<P} = { o} 
a 
-· (11) 
The eigenvalue problem ( 11) has a non-trivial solution if and only if 
the characteristic determinant vanishes. 
Thus 
(12) 
The solution of equation (12) will yield 2N eigen-values 1/a (n = 1,2, ••• 2N). 
n . 
For a sta:ble ~ystem each an i~ either real and negative or complex with neg1,ltive 
13 
real part. Tlte C()i~p.plex eigen-values occur as complex conjugate pairs, and 
their imaginary parts give us the set of damped natural frequencies of the 
system. ( 7) Each complex conjugate pair of eigen-values gives corresponding 
complex conjugate modal columns. 
'Ihus for 2N eigen-values, there exist 2N eigen vectors. 
0! 
n 
Technique Used for Determining Eigen-Vectors ·· 






























After performing matrix operations, we can split equation (14) into two 
kinds of equations,. Thus 
and 
_,~... +A. = 0 
'+'1 'f'1 
-cp2 + cp2 = 0 
-cp + cp =0 N N 
















Thus it is seen that the set of equations (15) gives us identities:t and we are 
left with equation (16) out of our original equation (14). 




Matrix [ V] (n) is of an order N x 2N, and its elements may be real or real and 
complex for real or complex eigen-values respectively. 
Thus equation (16) becomes 
15 
v11 v12 • vlN • • v12N· c/>1 
v21 v22 • v2N • v22N · <1>2 
r CY.(n) 
• • • 
0 • <f>N (n) 
• • • • 
</>1 
= {o) 
• .. <1>2 
• 
' 
VNl VN2 VNN . • V.N2N · 
<f>N (n) 
Multiplying the first N terms by a and collecting together the like terms of 
n 









Matrix ( W] ) is of order N x N. Equation (19) can be written as (n 
w11 w12 w1N </> 1 
w21 w22 w2N <P2 
= {o) 
• 
WNl WN2 WNN 
16 
It is seen from the equation (21), that we haveN homogeneous equations and 
N unknowns. We generally normalize the coordinates cp1, to the last one (<f>N), 




WN1 WN2 <PN-1 WNN 
(21) 
(22) 
From equation (22), it is apparent that we have N equations and N-1 unknowns. 
It is nearly impossible to say which of the individual equations is a. linear com-













Matrix [W1 ](n) is of order Nx N-1 and coluni~vector{WJ(n) is of 
order N x 1. Thus equation (22) becomes 
= 
cpN-1 (n) 







Note that matrix [A] is of order N-1 x N-1 and colum.nvector { B}( ) is of (n) _ n 
order N-1 x 1. Thus e<nmtion (24) become.s 
= {B}(n) 
From equation (25), it is seen that we have N-1 equations and N-1 
rifiknowns. The ~ector { tP} (n) can now be determined by matrix operations. 
:Pi·emultiplying equation (25) by [A(1 we get (n) 





Thus we can compute the set of eigenvectors corresponding to each eigenvalues., 




</>11 cp12 • <t>I2N 
[cf' 1 = • 
• • 
and 1:h~ modal matrix 
r~J = 
i = 1, 2, ••• , N 
j = 1, 2, ••• , 2N 
It should be noted that matrices [ cp] and [ ~] are of order N x 2N and 
2N x 2N respectively. 
Free-Vibration Response 
Using equations (7) and (27), we can now formulate the free-vibration 











vib~~on re:Sponse of the system we have to evaluate 2N constants (C1 , c2 , ••• c2 N) 
20 
first. At timet= 0, we know the initial velocity and displacement of each 
mass. By matrix operations we can evaluate the constants (C1 , c 2 , ••• c 2N). 
At time t = 0 from equation (29) we have 
X]_ c1 
~ c2 
- £9-?ij] • 
• 





Combining equations (30) and (31) we have 
• 












-1 Premultiplying equation (32) by [ ~] ~ we can determine the constants 
= [ci] - 1 {XO} 
After determining the constants7 we can obtain the free-vibration response 
from equation (29): 
xl Clcpll C2cp12 C2Ncp12N 
a1t 
• e 









= C.ct>1• {e j } J J i = 1, 2, ••• , N 
j = 1, 2, ••• , 2N: 
Orthogonality Relations: 
Equation (6) can be written in the following forms: 
and 
Taking the transpose of equation (35), we have 
[o:m[R] {4l}(m)IT +[[S) {~}(m)]T={O}T. 
Note that 
and that 
Since matrices [ R] and [ S] are symmetric, 







T fS) = (S]. 
Thus equation (36) can be written in the following form: 
am{<l>}(~) (RJ +{<I>}(~) (SJ = {o}T. 
23 
Postmultiplying equation (3 7) by {<I>} (n) and premultiplying equation (34) by 
T {<P}(m) we get 
an{~}(~) (R] {<I>}(n) +{If)}(!_) (SJ {tfl}(n) = 0 
and 
SUbtracting equation (39) from (38), and adding both together, 




Equations (42) and (43) are called the orthogonality relations of the 
system in 2N space. 
Forced Vibration Response: 








expanding { Z} into a modal series. Thus 
2N 
{ z } = E. { (tl }( ) l; (t) 
. ., n n 
n::::a 
Substituting equation (44) in equation (5), it becomes 
2N 2N 
• 
:E [ R] {~ }( ) 2; + E [ S] {«P }( ) 2; ={ F(t)} 
n=l n n n=l n n 
T 
Premultiplying equation (45) by{~} (m) gives 
m=1,2, ••• ,2N 
The orthogonality conditions (42) and (43) simplify equation (46) to 
Let 







so equation (47) reduces. to 
. 
R ~ - rt. R l;; = F (t) 
nn n nn n 




• F (t) 
l;: _ ~ ( = _n_ (49) 
n nn R 
n 
Equation (49) is an uncoupled equation in 2N space. The convolution 
integral gives us the complete solution of equation (49) for zero initial con-
ditions. 
1 ( {t) =-
n R 
n 
t Ci (t-T) . J e n F (T) d T 
0 n 
SUbstituting C {t) into equation (44), we have 
n 
2N t 
{Z}= :E {4t _!__ J 
n=l (n) Rn 0 
a (t-T) 
n 
e F (1) dT 
n 
From our coordinate transformation, it is seen that the lower half of 
the column vector .. { z} gives us the system res;pons.e in terms of our original 




Let us write down equation (52) in matrix notation in order to visualize clearly 
the response of the system. 
We know 
T 






F (7) = { 4t 
n - (n) 
{o} 
{ f(7)} 
R = {m }T [RJ {m} 
n (n) (n) 
-•:.. [R' J = r-R -1 
n 
where n = 1, 2, ••• , 2N. 
By matrix operations, we can write down easily: 
[ R;- ] -l = r-t/R -1 
n 
Thus equation (52) can be written in the form: 
26 
Equation (53) gives the complete solution of the system for zero initial con-
ditions. 
When equations (53) and {33) are added together~ we obtain the total 
response of the system for non-zero initial conditions. Thus the total solu-
tion for non-zero initial conditions is 
. t ~.(t-T) 
{X.}= [<f> •• ] r-il~-J-l { J [-e 1__] [</>1.J.] T{f1(T)} dr} 1 lJ J 0 
i=1,2, ••• ,N 




The two terms on the right-hand side of the equation (54) give the total forced 
vibration-response for zero initial conditions and free-vibration response of 
the multi-mass system respectively. 
Response of the System to a Sinusoidal Input 
Let us consider a sinusoidal forcing function F 0Sin (Un t + 'lt) acting on the 
nth mass of a multimass ,system. From equation (54) we have 
Ctt 
+ [C.cJ> •• ] { e j} 
J lJ 
T [cJ> •• ] {F0Sin {Q T+'i')} dr} 13 · n 
(54) 
0! .(t -1) 
Performing the matrix multiplication [- e 1----J [ ct> • .] '1{ F(7)} and integrating 
lJ 
the convolution integral gives the response of the system as 
-:- -1 { X. } = [ ¢ . .] [- R.-1 
1 lJ J 
( -n cos (!2 t + ~, - &. • Sin (0 t + '11) 
n n J n 
_ o:.t · ex t 
+ e J (Q cos ('l} + o:. Sin ('l}))} + [C.~ .. ] { e j } 
n J J lJ · 
or 
•. 1 { F ct>. n {X.}= -[cj> •• ] [-R~-1- 02 Jn n2 





+ r<P • .1 r- R.-I 
1] J 
a.t 
+ [ 0. 1> •. ] { e 1 } 
J l.J 
{ Fo<P. )D 2 2 (0! . + Q ) 
J n 
e J (Q cos (\]) + r:x.. Sin ('1:)) a.t ~ 
n J 
After simplification we obtain 
{ x1 } = - { F 1 "} cos (Q n t + '11) - { F J Sin (~ n t + 'lJ) 
where 
and 
a t a.t 
+ [F 1 { e j (Q cos(~+ a. Sin(~)} +[C.<P1.J { e 1 } 3 n J J l 
i = 1, 2, ••• , N 
{F1} = [</> •• 1 lJ 
/ 
j = 1, 2, 
_ -:- -1[ FOl/>jn J [ F 31 - [ </> • .] r- R._] 2 __2 
lJ J (0! • + IT"" ) 
J n 
... , 2N 
Response of the System to a Half-sine Transient Input: 
·28 
Let us consider the half-sine forcing function F 0 Sin (Qn(t-T1) + '¥) 
is ;~ting on the nth mass for T2 ~ t ~ T1 • T1 and T2 are the time at which 
the half-sine forcing function begins and ends respectively. The response of 
(56) 
(57) 
the system is to be determined for zero initial conditions. From equation (53), 
we have 
, -1 t a .(t-T) 
-.- J {X. } = [ ct> • .] [-R.-1 { J [- e -- J 
1 1] J 0 . 
T [ ct> . • ] { FO Sin ~ T + ~} d T} Jl · n 
-l-
The limit of the convolution integral varies from T 1 to t 
where 
-f-
t = t for T ~ t ;;?:: T 2 1 




Performing the matrix multiplication [ e 1 ] [</> •• ]'I{ F('T)} and integrating Jl 
the convolution integral gives the response of the system as 
-=- -1 { x1} = {ct> •• ] r-R.-1 lJ J 
+ <g cos (O (t - T1> +w> n n 
_,_ 
+ a. Sin (Q (t -T1) + 'lt)) J n 
+ ·Oj Sin (~))} 
-·CJ. T 
e 1 1 (Q cos ('I? 
n 
i=1,2, ••• ,N 
j=l, 2, ••• , 2N 
Limitations of Foss'-s Method:(lO) 
The basis of Foss's method depends on the assumption that 
{ {:~} ~ at {a { ct>} 1 {Z} = . = e { ci>} = e~ ... 
- {X} . . {~ 
since 
' at 
{X~ = e { <P} 






It is shown .as .follows that equation (60) does not apply to critically 
damped systems. Let the ith uncoup1ed equation for a crita.Uy damped sys-
system .with clas·sically damped be 
M .. .}1. + C . ~ . + K .. "f. = 0 
11 'L1 1i'' 1 11 1 
This equation has a solution of the type 
at 
i (A. + B.t) e 
1 ]. 
C .. 
where a = _ 11 , and A. and B. are constants. 




{x} =(A. + B.t) e 1 { <P.} 
1 1 1 
and 
~.t a.t 1 . 1 {X}= (A. + B.t) e {a.cJ>.} +B. e { cf>.} 
l .l 11 1 ]. 
Therefore in this case 
It is not possible to express the time derivative of the above equation 
in the form of the equation (60), and so Foss's method does not give a solu-
(62) 
(63) 
tion for critically damped systems. Summarizing, Foss's method dqes 
not give the solution for the case 
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(1) where eigenvalues are repeated in which case eigenvectors do 
not form a linearly independent set. 
(.2) when the system is critically damped at one or more of its modes 
of free vibration. It should be noted that in this case also the 
ei.genvalues are repeated and have negative real values only. 
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rtr COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
The computer programs, which perfrom the complex computations in 
order to find the response of a multi-degree-of-freedom damped system, are 
the most important part of this thesis. This chapter contains descriptions of 
the development of computer programs which are written in Fortran IV for the 
IBM 360/50 and includes users instructions as well as limitations of the programs. 
Type of Computer 
A partial list of di.fferm t types of computers which can perform the 
required complex computations is given below. 
(1) ffiM 360/**, *~ 
t (2) 'S.D.S. 9*00, ~ 
(.3) C. D. C. 3*00, *~ 
(4) IBM 7000 series 
Program 1. Calculation of Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors 
The following discussion describes the main program and subroutines 
required to perform repetitive calculations for finding eigenvalues of the matrix 
(u]and eigenvectors of the matrix~]. Subroutines DINVRT, QREIG, and 
CINVRT are from the IBM Scientific Subroutine Package (Version II). RITA, 
AMUL, and BMUL were written for the purposes specified below. 
DINVRT: This subroutine inverts the real Matrix [KJ. 
The main program then multiplies [E:J-1 [M] and [K]-1[c] in order 
to generate "the lower half of matrix [U]. 
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tQREIG: This subroutine is used to find all the eigenvalues of any given 
real matrix. In this case it finds all the eigenvalues {1,6: .) of the real matrix 
1 . 
[U]. 
ltl'l' A.: This subroutine performs mathematical operations on the lower 
half of matrix [U]. It multiplies -[.K J-1[M] by each a and subtracts 1/a 
n n 
from -[KJ -1[ c]. After collecting together the elemen~ of (<f> }(n)' it generates 
matrices [ W 1 J (n), [ W 1 J T (n) and the columnvector { W 2} (n) as described in the 
previous chapter (P..l7). 
AMUL: This subroutine performs multiplication of complex matrices. 
Here it premultiplies matrices [w ] and (w } by [w ] T . in order to 
· · · · 1 (n) 2 (n) 1 (n) · 
get the square matrix, [ A] (n) and the column vector, ( B } (~) :r:espectively. 
CINVR T: This subroutine inverts a complex matrix by the Gauss-
Jordan Pivotal Method. Here a small number (E) is used to determine if the 
input matrix is singular. If the pivot element* chosen by the computer is less 
than E in absolute value, a message is printed indicating the matrix is singular.** 
In this case the looping of the main program. will normalize the modes to 
succeeding coordinates until a nonsingular matrix [A](n) is obtained. 
BMUL: This subroutine multiplies the complex matrix [A]-1 (n) with a 
column vector [B} (n) to obtain the columnvector f cJ> }(n) as indicated in the 
*By pivot element we mean the largest valued element in a column. 
**Note that the matrix may not actually be singular, even though one of the 
pivot elements may be less than E. 
previous chapter (p· 18). 
Then the main program calculates the vector ~ ( c:p } (n). Thus the 
complete eigenvector {q; }(n) is obtainec:J. 








N Number of degrees of freedom of the given 






Inverse of nth eigenvalue of matrix [u l 
Eigenvectors in 2N space will be printed 














































cuJ = fcoJ [IJ l 
~K]-1[M] -[K]-1[ C Jj 
The set of eigenvalues of 
the matrix [ U] 
Inverse of i th eigenval. ue 
of the matrix [U] 
th i eigenvalue of ~ 
matrix [U] 
As defined in chapter ID · 
(P. 17) 
As defined in chapter m 
(P. 17) 
As defined in chapter m 
(P. 17) 
[A](n) = [W 1 JT (n) ~ [W 1] (n) 
T ~ -{~}(n) = [W1] (n){W2}(n) 
As defined in chapter ill 
(P. -16). 
As defined in chapter ill 
(P. 13) 
Block Diagram of Program 1 
Call 
QREIG to obtain 
eigenvalues lh _ 
~ 
Read input 
matrices [ M ], 
[cJ and [KJ 
Call RITA tO 
generate matrices 
[w1J, (w1 JT and {w2 } 
Generate :matrix 
[ [oJ (I J J [U]= 1 1 
-fKJ- 1MJ- fKT [C] 
Generate 
(q,}ja(q>}t 
. -\ (4> n 
Write 
a and {4»} End 
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Fortran IV Program - 1 
r. 
c 
c 1-P~~PFF ~PEFOn~ . .. 
-Q~. (:·t- -------rr'1 !1L-F-Y----*A--f.+·r.,-rh-ni-9·,-c-l-.-D-·{-3-) -,C-(-?.7t-;Ft-2-).,-Fi-z-),-DE-t-T~-,-X·(-?}-",-y-t?.·)-,-?NC--· -·· 
lf/l,:\t.T,~L,t,lf3,3),.t\?.(3,3),.t\1(3i3l . 
r; C ~ ?. f"l n~ r!'J S T 0 1\J A f\ ! 3 , -~ l , l\ 1\ r 3 , 3 ) , I' P ( 7) , t 0 ( 2 ) , K { 3 ) , l ( 3 l , A '·H 3 , 3 ) , A C ( 3 , 3 ) 
Q.() (.':\ r> F 1\ 1.. ):c fl I J ( A , f.. ) , f( ( '3 , 3 ) t I.J ( ·3 ) , V ( 3 ) . 
-·6(1 (•t, -~~>+t_-i'f:.O.Y'-: ""l'!;¢Mtl-1f';,_;) -!-f"-1.,(H(irl--:....__;_ __________________________ ~ 
OG~~ N=~ 
CGOA fM=N*l 
0007 P[AOfl,lOn) AM 
- -or.· 0 n- r · F/l·nt 1-;l ·f:.-f) ·r·-t~f.'------------· ----- ------ · 
Cr0~ ~EADf1,100) R 
0010 rrs=.0Cl 
C" 1 t I A l I. 0 P.~ VR T ( R ,Y M, N , ED S , D F L, \·~ , V , K, l, KEY) 
-o-~? ()1~l,f'i' . 
OC13 rn ~ J=l,N 
0014 SUM1=0.n 
C•C15 SIH~"=C'.(l 
- ·ool. ~ ·rtj-· t,- -n<-:: r-,tJ·---
C-.:'?17 su~·l-=SU M l+R (! ,KKl*l\~qKK,Jl 
C O l~ 4 SIH':'=~lJ~?.+R (I ,KK l*AC(KK,J') 
001~ TI=T+N 
-c·c-?·: ,~,..._~--, ------------------------------
0 n n 1 ' < T r , ,J 1 =- s 11 ~ .. n 
0 0 ? ?. ., II ( J T ,.) J l :; - s I) M 7. 
on?.~ 0~ ~ r~t,N 
-re:.? 4 -n~4--J~h·t.~l-----------------------------:-- --·-· ---
oc·?'1 utr,.Jl=r..o 
!')(•?6 J.I='I+,J 
C077 TFII.F.0.,IH~O T0.6 
--(';;~ I f'-+f_.,f...:.,~JHJt-~..:..fi. ,~.~-...;__.:... _________________ -:-----------
00?Q r,n rr 5 
r'C3•.i A I)( T ,.JJ );q .0 
('.('11 '5 ~('~JTHIIIF · 
---- ro1:> --- --or--?-· r-= .. hi'~-- ------------------------------
oo3, no ? J=l,N 
C 0 Vt ,J J ::: ~~ + l 
C:01'l JII<'::N+J 
--(';) 1-t~ !"''H-JT J1-=t'J"t-j'j-, , 
~"~037 ? /l~(l,Jl=U(J,J,KKl 
Qri~n yrw::~!-1 
0C10 ~V=?*~ 






~r· 4? (' 1\ I 1. 0 R F? T r; I tJ, r; , J , MO l 
_ r .. ~f)_4 '3 _ . ()fl . 1 11 "P!:: 1, NM . . -- < 
-c:., o lt l1T:t;T1ifl\l) 
OC~5 3( fALL RfT~ (AA,h~,ALJ,~L,N.TnM,8,~,NM,O,Al,A2,A3,JM) ('1"4n (f.LI. ~I·IIIL (A,~,N,IO~,C,O,E) 
0041 N~=InM*l 
- ·-· n~i · ·Yl il=ln"\r~....-_ ::..__,_ ______________________________ _ 
004Q FPS=.Or~01 
CC~G CALL CI~VPT (r,~n,M,EPS,DELTA,X,V,JP,JQ,~EYl 
---~151 fF(K~v.:...:..F~o~·~l~J~r.~,o~r~n~~~n~. ---------------------------------------------------cos? ~·- r~-1 
0053 GO TO ~r . 
CC~4 20 f~LL RMUL (C,E,F,M) 
. 005~ WPTTF(~.A00) K~Y 
-C0~1, ·f 0TTFT;>.-;j(J('·l---C..~'--------~------:---------------'---
C0~7 WRTT[(1.400) AL 
no c:; n no 1 T = 1 , T n ~~ 
00~::1 1 PI!\ ( T )=t\t.t.'tr:( I) 
--cT· b.J . . . . ~~ ;> l T E- ( .~ •· 7/.;0 l 
()Q.I..l nn L~0 T=1,Tf''1 
COn? tr(I.F.O.T~~)GO TfJ 41 
006~ ~n rn 40 
-· -c rrA4 41 PTITT-r.t""l·-, ....... s....... ,: ,....c! r~L 
OGA~ 4C WPJTF(J,~OOJPHCCil 
en A~, r r: ( 1 '-~-f.l l 6G, ~1 , 60 
0 •J A 7 6 J 1·' p T T ~ p, ! ') c (' ) "L 
-c-07-R 6c nn ~;_.(j,<-).:_..,....f.!..-..... l~,.:r,..;..n-n~~-=---------------------------
oon11 TFf T ,fl''. P~)r,Q TO 51 
oc1n ~n rn ~r 
0071 ~1 WRtTC(3.~~n) 
-·-r.o 7? · -lir.:rP-n rr-;~o:; (11JlTm 
007~ tt:fT'~-N)70,71,70 
0074 71 WPTT~C3,b00) r o 1? 1 r P' = . .,.."r-1 ~'M: ,;.,, rT"T"-____________ ........,. __ .....__..;..__ ________________________ __.. 
----r:r::rf"l -. 1 ( (.[ '1, I j \0 • 
G077 101' rr.R~4.f\T(~!-1l').~l 
0078 ?0r F0P~~Tfn~l0..6) · . 
0070 ~rr ~nP~AT(']',,ox,•REAl PART•,8X, 1 JM~~l~ERY ~4RT'l 
-. - -,) 0 ~ 0· 4 C'-0-FfYJPniTTTx-;-f""FTT.F~-vF C T l':lR F I J I{ A~= ' t ? E [ 8 • R7Tf)~--------------, 
\·O~H ':iOI Ff'PHf.T(?fl~.R) · : 
nr:·o7 AOC Fr)Pf-4t'IT('>X, 'l.OC') 
('l rR~ 70C FnP~~T(?X,•Pt/\1. flt\RT•,7Xr'l~-\GTNF~V PART'' 
"-Ur;~:p~ fro(' F r BH1 /\.1 ( I 3 I 
ooq~ srnP 
OOR6 FNO ~ (0 
~8-~~ ~ M~~~~~~1 h,~r.:" ~I ~A~1 l ~~R ~ ~ '_,~l r,, AL_, ~, ro~, A ,H ,N~, ~, ~ 1, "?., A3, r M 1--..-.---............. -.-----
rr . .; n r nv P I. r '< ,c ~ A 1 n~ , A 2 C Kr, fi\J J , 1( 3 l ~ , N J , .A ( tiJ ., I IJ M J • f\ Ct 0 M • N J , DTin 
· lW~ 
0 O·C t~ t\ I. ;; ( 1 • r (' , C , 0 1 I A L l 
l')lj0c:; nn 1 T=l ,f\1 · 
_: ___ OOC"t1 -r.·ntJ:::j-,--,.,r--------------,------------
1 C I) 0 7 1 A 1 C T , ,J } -:; A L "" flli ( T , J ) 
~00~ nn ~ !=1,~ 
ocr~ nn 'J=l,~ -:--r:;-~!0• · · I rtr-Ir.~F"""~· ,;..;J .'-JT-)r--lt....,,(.,..l ..... T"n.,...-3~-------------------------
0011 A?fi,Jl=ABfl,J) 
001~ ~n rr ? 
0011 <3 t.?rT,,J)=t.\'3(T,J)-All :-0vl'~~ 2-Cffi'!TlNlJF'" ~~--=:..::_ ________ ~-- ~- - ---~-------'------
, OCl? nn 4 T=J.,~I 
OCl~ nn 4 J=l,N (• 0 1 7 4 ~ ., C I , \.1 l = .'\ 1 ( r , J l + h ? ( I , ,J l 
~·o 11 '3 I~ l, N 
COJG on":i,J=l,Tn~~ 
CC?n IrfJ.~F.J~lGO T8 10 
1"10?1 f\.(T,.II=h~ .IJ,J) ~C· C ?., 'R cr;TFi71~fl-;-J"'l::-:-----------~-----------------
0~?3 GP Tn ~ 
0 0? 4 1 0 J ,I= .J + 1 
0 r' ? 1:\ ~ I T , •. 1 l = .A. 1 ( I , J J l 
-0""01 t) ' Pd J , l J = l\ ( t , J ) 
f) 0 ? 7 5 r r. ~ l T T ~~ U F 
OO?q nn ~ f=l,N 
t"J(}2l1 f. n(T)~-A3(!,H1) ~CG 1·0 TnJRl' ~-.:...::....:_!...!_:_:_:....:_ ________________________ ___ _ 
C031 FND 

























































Program. 2 ,., l"Pl"Q~d-vibration Response to a Sinusoidal Input 
~' " ~ ,.., . '"1 . . - . ' --~ 
This program determines the steady-state and complete responses of 
the system to a sinusoidal input. 
The main program normalizes all modal vectors of the input modal 
matrix [cf>] to the last coordinate. Then the main prograin generates the 
matrices [q,], [<P] T' [.P] T and (EX}from the input matrix[~]~* The subrou-
tines BAKUL and CINVRT are used fo:r computation work as explained below. 
':. BAKUL: This subroutine is u,sed in order to perform multiplications of 
I 
complex matrices. The computation of matrix La,..) is performed first. Hand 
calculated integration of the convolution integral provides a portion of this 
subroutine. This subroutine is Hset-up''' .for a single sinusoidal input. The 
column vector (Fl} and {F2} are calculated as mentioned in the previous 
chapter p(27). 
CINVRT: This subroutine is explained in detail under program 1. Here 
it inverts the complex modal matrix [~]. 
-1 The main program then multiplies the matrix [ q,] with the column 
vector (XO} and the resultant product gives a colum.nvector (C }. Then it 
calculates matrix [C. ¢ .. ] as mentioned in the previous chapter (p.22). For 
J lJ 
the desired time interval it repeatedly determines the complete response of 
the given system in specified time increments. 
**These recalculations reduce the number of input cards. 







OUtput from Program 2: 
{Fl} and {F2} 
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Number. of degrees of freedom of a given system. 
th 
K mass~ on which an external sinusoidal forcing 
function acts. 
Frequency of an external sinusoidal forcing function. 
Maximum intensity of the external forcing function. 
Initial phase angle of the input forcing function. 
Modal matrix calculated by Program-1. 
'I'lie colum.nvector {rXlo}· 
. ~} . 
0 
The matrix fto] [M]] 
LE M] [c] 
These columnvectors are printed side by side. 
For the desired interval of time and time increments the program prints 
out the total response of a given system in the following order: 
Time 
::· '! 
• ·~ 4\. 10 

























tq,J, (cp] T 








freedom of the system 
nth mass on which external 
forcing function is acting. 
Modal matrix in 2N space 
The matrix _r[o] [lAJl 
l[M] [c] J 
Initial velocities ~d 
di.&plaoem.e·nts_ of the system . 
Maximum intensity of the 
external forcing function 
Angular frequency of the 
sinusoidal external forcing 
function. 
Initial phase shift of the 
external forcing function. 
~ The set of inverse of 
eigenvalues of the matrix, [uJ 
As defined in chapter ill 
(P. 26) 
As defined in chapter ill 
{P.23) 
As defined in chapter m 
(P. 26) 
As defined in chapter m 
(P. 27) 
T ime elapsed 
Response of the system. 
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F , ..tL , t/J, [~] , [ R], 
0 r-----~------------~ 
and {xo} 
Generate matrices [ cj>], 
[cf> ]T, [~] T and {od 
from the regenerated 
r----t modal matrix [ ~] 
Call BAKUL to compute 
-·-matrices [R'], (Fl} and {F2). 
calculated convolution 
Integral. 
of the system. 
1 Write the time 
and total regponse 
txl . 
Regenerate matrix 
(~] by normalizing the 




(F1} and (F2} 
End 
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Fortran IV Program - 2 
--- · ·~ ' 
., c 
c 
···- · r, ~-nr-zr.rrF F~'Efflfl ·\1 . . 
-. -(JQ·C 1 (fltv n tr·x·~~-- PI· IC.· f· s-,-r.d-;flll(-'3-,-.e,-)-,-~-t:-( ·6-)-,PHC·T-(""A-,o·)-;t>HT·t-~0 )-,R 1- t-6··;'6' )·-,-Rs ·t 6-;-- -
. 1 A ) , R ? f A ) , R ~ ( A ) , F l ( 3 ) , F 7. ( 3 ) • C. f X P , P S ( ' l 
0 0 0 ~ r flM f> I. F )( * B R 't( ~ , n ) , A ( 6 , o ) , C ( 6 ) , X ( 6 ) , Y { 6 ) :, X 11 ( 3 , 6 ) , D E L T h t S U M 
O C~->: nyr.1f! NS{nN TP(fd,IQ(6),XO(o) 
-v~. . Ti'lt'!-1\~r-f~~·M, r----;..._----------:----------------
dC !1"i ~J:r'i 
0.00A K=~ 
. C ~C1 PFAnll,l OO lP~C 
-cr:c-n ~r-~"--n· f-t-,-2f:~H~---------------------· 
000o PF~n(l,20SlXO 
O G l~ PFA~(l,A00 lF,W,ST 
O C l~ ~l'-A=:>*~r 
--c-~t '- . ft-1,-y~r . - · · · 
G~ l~ nn 4 J~l,NM 
OC: ltt 4 PHC(T,J)=PHf.( I,J)/PHC(NM,,J) 
0015 or 1 I=l,N 
.__,ir-.u - nn- t·· -J:-·t-- -N~k-------------------------
1 \~ \., • ) I, ' ' f · 
1 0n11 NN=~+T · 
0·0 l ~ PH ( t, J ) =P I I( ( NN, J) 
. 0 C.: 1G 1 r H T ( -.1 , T ) = P H ( T , J ) 
~0"?~" . f:'r=---? . f- 1 01#.,4-------------------------------
, [ '(s ? 1 n n :? .I = 1 ' '\1 11 
01~? ? P~(T(J,tJ=D~C(I,J) 
, 00?3 · nn ~ T=l.NM . 
!--- ('Q?t..- · ~- ·A t (-·f·)~l"1!rtt.t · ,- I·-)'-----------_..;_-----------




. 00 7q W~JTr(~,7C~)Sl . . 
on ?~ SJ~SI * ~.t41~~271JRO,O 
. . 0 d 'i l r t.1 l R .~ l( t I L r P HC , PH , !I L , fl H f. T , P l-IT t R , R 5 , K • F , R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , F 1 , F ?. , N , N "1 , \-1 , Q 4 ) 
~-~1"13( -~~IP"J · Tf · ( ':\-; --1'CC· )·(-F-tt-I1-,-F'2 ('J-)..,-I-=-1-;-'f\tl ----
CC~1 nr ~ T=l,NM 
o c ::v. n n 'i ,J = 1 , "P~ 
0 C ~ I) 5 fo C T , J l = r> H( ( I , •. 1 ) 
~~n 1 t~tH .•,H •.~--~~~--------------------------------------------------------
0r37 Fr>~=.000Gl 
OQ~Q ~=~M*l 
CG10 CALL riNVRT (A,NO,M,FPS,OELTh,X,Y,JP,IQ,KEV) 
--Ci:4 A · ·-- --· .. fl0 -7-- I =-l ,- t-IM 




~--~0~? · . . - - . ---- nn r. ,J= 1.. Nl-1 
~0:)_4_J .f· qi'-"=SIP'+I\( Y ,.Ll*X~l_L!L ___ ...._. ........ _ __....~.......,;....;..___,;....:....-_........._....__~-----------· 
: c-c- /tit ilT) = ~i]~r--
: 0045 nn R T=-l,J\1 
; 004~ n0 q J=l,NM 
! e. r. 41 P x n ( r • J l ·= o H < r , J , *f. t J J 
-, - ·oozt.(l ----vrrrrFr::r;-,·oc.-,-------· ·--
1 0040 T=0.0 
i ooc:;o rn 1? 1. ·==l, 'Or 
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?rog~ a. CalQPJ.a:t\on of the Response of the System to a Transient Input 
'.I'his progl."am calculates the response of a given system. For 1he 
;pecified transient input. the convolution integral must be calculated manually 
md one car.d of the folloWing program must be changed in order to get the 
response of the system. The following program determines the response of 
1. given system to a half-sine forcing function. 
This program is similar to program.-2. The main program renormalizes 
nodes of the inputmodul matrix[~]. Then it recalculates matrices [<PJ, 
T T 
:cf.l ], [<P] , and [a}. Next, subroutine PATEL performs computations as 
~xplained below. 
-I--PATEL: This subroutine first computes matrix [R ] as explained in the 
. . 
>revious chapter (p .. 2~. Then it m.ultiplies the matrices [~]and [R...- ]. 
Then the main program calculates the displacements {:Xi } for the 
;pecified time increments and duration. 







Number-of -degrees-.of-freedom of a given system 
Kth mass on which impulse is acting 
Time at which half-sine impulse begins 
n divided by time in seconds for which half-sine 
impulse is acting 
Maximum intensity of input force 
Initial phase angle of the input forcing fun.cfion 
Modal matrix calculated by Program 1 
The matriX [[ o] [ MJl 
(M] [C Jj 
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)utput from 1,?·~~3: 
For the desired interval of tbne and time increaments the program will 
>rint out the response of a given system in the following order: 



























Number of degrees of 
freedoms o.f the system 
th · 
n mass on which the 
transient input acts 
Time at which the half-sine 
transient input begins 
Time at which the half-sine 
~ie~t input terminates 
-. tvrrl-;T2) 
·Modal matrix in 2N space 
' . 
Transpose of the modal 
lllatrix [ ~] 
As defined in chapter ill 
(P. 26) 
The set of inverse of 
eigenvalues of the matrix 
(U]. 
As defined in chapter m 
(P. 26) 
As defined in chapter m 
(P. 29) 
Time elapsed 
Response of the system 
)Ck Diagram of Program 3 
Inputs 
N, K, F 0 , .n., J4J, 
(q,], and [ R] 
Write the time and 








To get the response of the system to other than half-sine transient input, 
integrate the convolution integral shown on page ( ), and change the input 
of one card accordingly. 
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Fortran IV Program - 3 
(. 
r. 
C ~-~F~OFE V~FFnn~ . 
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Limitation ~ tll~·. U~e <>f the Programs: 
Aecuraey Qf results from the above programs depends upon accuracy in 
calculation of the modal matrix [ ~ J. The accuracy of this calculation depends 
in turn upon the accuracy of inversion of the complex matrix [A] (n) performed 
by subroutine CINVRT. Experience of programmers tells us that a complex 
matrix of order 50x50 can he inverted on the IBM 360/40 without appreciable 
erro::c. We can concl:1u:le~ therefore, that the response of a system with as 
many as 50 degrees of freedom can be obtained by using the programs and 
procedures outlilied above. 
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Possibility 'of Devising an Eq«ivalent Diagonal Mafnx 
When tbe matri.:X ( C) is a linear combination of the ,[ M] and [ K] ma-
trices, uncoupling of the equatiorm of motion of multi-mass system is a. straight-
e d . .........,_,....;....,_,.~ ;~ .. ;__...,.~~..:s b ·th . {1, 2,. 7) .~.orwar P-"~(;u~ u:ese:r:.DJ~· y many au· O<rs. 
When the matriX'! e'.)l is not a linear combination of the f M] and [ K] 
t . . . 4ollo::'' . '. . ..s .... ...._~ . ""Al..·'I . '"--4- C1;.>,.~1 t d.fiD- _,a,1..:-- .C.'L ( C] trix ma nees, · 'weunua:ut!X>u:mtiua ' ma: ... u.A xa:u::s · o · ,~o~ tae · · ma · 
{Appendix 'B). · Jf the off:-diagonal terms a:re veey sm-&B; we · ~an neglect them 
d t . .. .. . . . ~- . f•' 4-'L. . ""- ,(1 ) ._.,._, . 4-1.. . ff ~~-.... --~, an ge · an approxrma~ response o · &.n.e sysliOm • vv u.en '1.4J.e o. · -~UiUAJ. 
terms are large, a serious e-rror results in the re.sponse of the system ob-
tained by neglecting off-diagonal terms. * A method should be developed to 
include the effects of the off-diagonal terms by altering the diagonal terms of 
the damping matrix in order to get a reasonable dynamic response of the 
system. 
Dimensionless Plots(1S) 
A characteristic of linear dynamic systems is that after the effect of 
initial transients has died out, the response of the system to a sinusoidal h1 -
put also becomes sinusoidal with the same angular velocity Sl of the input, 
*Mohta(S) has solved a good exam.ple to show how serious error is involved in 
neglecting off-diagonal terms. He has solved the same problem presented in 
Appendix B. He first showed that the undamped modal matrix successfully 
diagonalizes the mass and stiffness matrices but fails to diagonalize the damp-
ing matrix. Then neglecting the off-diagonal terms of the transformed dan1ping 
matrix, he determined an approxim.ate steady state solution of the system. Com-
parison of approximate steady state response calculated by him and an exact 
steady state response presented in Appendix B is as follows. 
Approximate Exact 
~ = .021 l1° ~ = 1.1s4 .(21s0 = • 5764 L -s1. 5° x., = 1.147 L26s. s 0 
= 1. ss4 Ls4. s 0 r = 1. 734 Lss4° 3 . 3 . 
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but with some phast':"'s~:.Jte:l.ative.,te-·,lhe·::tnput. · ' 
Plots of cthe ·steatiy-sta:te resp~nse amplitud~ ver·sus input frequency 
are helpful in designing a m.ul>U:""'mass-damped system. To plot such a family 
of curves is an ea$.y; tag,~ · but ~en for a two degree of freedom damped sys-
tem, th:e numeer of suQb.;~e~ becomes very large. For larger systems, 
as the n\\f.fll.be~· ~f.,<,J:j{n~~~~~$-; .~~os of masses, spring constants, and damp-
ing ~cie~t~:e~mes ~il\ 'the number of such plots is impractical. In 
order to plot saeh curves, the use ,of ·.a ·compllter is essential. 
The possibility of developing ,an aeeurate scheme to reduce the number 
of such plots. sh.:o"ttld be mve$tiigated. 
VI. stJMiiDtRY AND 'CONCLUSIONs .·' . ·;. 
·Foss's method for -thE:(an~.lysis of a linear damped multi-mass system 
has been studied. An exact solution for the response of a damped system, 
which the Foss's method provides, may be the only approach for obtaining 
accurate resufts (se~ Ap{kddi'x B). 
and disadva.ntages · ~of :Foss's"method are sllDlmarized as follows. · 
Holzer' s · tabular niethod and the Impedance method are tls-ed to deter-
mine steady-state re·spbnse only. Both methods become m.~ ttnd tnore lab-
orious as th'e .nUmber of degrees of freedom increases. 
Vierek m hti:r bookhas given a teclmique for determiniilg 1be steady-
state response of a 'mlilti-mass damped ' system. As complex ·computations 
are involved, use of a digital ~computer is essential. ·'fhis teelmtque requires 
much longer compUter tirile- than that required using Foss's method. * 
Undainf>~d modes fail t'o diagonalize the damping matrix, for non-
classically dmi:tped''systems. By neglecting off-diagonal terms, if they are 
not small, a serious error is involved in obtaining the response of a damped 
multi-mass system • 
. i '. 
A family of curves of maximum absolute steady state response versus 
forcing frequencies is useful to design engineers. However, as the number 
of degrees of freedom increases, the number of plots becomes very large. 
Foss's method gives a complete solution of most multi-mass damped 
*For a three-degree-of-freedom dam.ped system, the computer time required 
'iJ'. !b.:~ -:we:tAqfi 1<¥l~<1:P'i?~9- p~ ¥i~;t:ck is 54 sec. The same problem, solved by 
Foss's method, takes oruy 3 sec. 
aractical and rel~tively simple to use only if an adequate llig;U:.al,computer. ~ 
' • • • " •, • J ' 
Lva.ilable. Limita:t:Lons and advap:tages of Foss's method are summariz~d 
LS follows. 
;.f 
(2) To obta,.in .· th~, ;t;~~,P~~e ;Of the system to zero initial conditions~ 
integration of the convolution integral is done by band. 
(3) The method gives an exact solution of linear damped multi-mass 
systems to arbitrary inputs .• 
(4) From the set of eigenvalue·s found by solving the cb.a.m.cteristic 
determinant~ one obtains a set of damped natural frequencies. 
Knowledge of damped natural frequencies helps design engineers in 
determining objectionable forcing frequency ranges. 
(5) A wide range of vibration problems can be solved by Foss's metkod 
as follows. 
(i) It is the only practical method which gives the response of a 
multi-mass damped system to transient inputs. 
(ii) For linear damped multi-degree-of-freedom systems~ when 
more than one forcing function is acting, the complete response 
will be the sum of the responses found assuming only one for-
cing function is acting at a time. 
(iii) It is well known that any periodic forcing :fu:Dction can be 
*'!his occurs rarely in practice. 
representedft>y a Fourier Series. The response of a multi-
mass-damped linear syste.m to any peri.oo.lc forcing function 
is found by using the principle of superposition. System 
response will be a. smnmation of response.s tb each harmonic. 
(iv) Using an mM 360/40 digital computer, the responses of sys-
tained successfully. 
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APPENDIX A 
ample Problem: Response of a Classically Damped System 
In order to determine the response of a multi-mass-damped system, 
; is essential to check first whether the system is classically dam.ped or 
on-cla$sicaUy da,mped. If it is a classically damped system, the normal 
ndamped modes uncouple the differential equations of motion of the system • 
. problem is presented below t~ demonstrate the procedure for uncouplin.g 
1e differential equations of motion of a class"ieally damped multi-mass system 
l?ig. 3) • . 
olutioa; 




The equations (I) and (2) can be represen.ted in ma.trtx form as 
Ml 0 1 (Cl+C2) XI ~+K2) -K 2 
+ + :::; {o} (3) 
0 -c 2 x2 -K 2 ~ 
ubstituting the value~ of masses, damping coefficients and spring constants 
1s given in Fig. 3 ) in equation (3 ). we have 
r: :] XI +roo -50] XI 1000 -000 {x1 rl + 500 . x 2 :::; o (4) .. x2 -50 50 X - 500 ' 2 
:1 = K =,50<;> lb/in 
! = C = 50 lb/in/sec 1 ,, 
f =2M 2 
~ -K loo.2-




A Two-Degree-of-Freedom Classically Damped System 
amped Free Vibrations: 
For an undamped system~ equation (4) reduces to 
~ OJ~~~ +[•lOOO -500J{X1\ =t01 
· 0 2 · X · -500 500 X · 0 2 . 2 
: ' i • ! ' •'- 1'_ \. 
Substitution of trial s~lution 
equation (5) reduces it to 
fooo -w~ , ~oo ~ q~. J o\. 
l -500 . ' 500-~l '\~ \0 { 
· non-trJyia;l solution of equation (6), the determinant of the coefficient 





-500 ~ · ~-i!~, =0 
• I 
4 3 2 5 2W - 2·5xl0 W + 25x10 = 0. 
1tion of equation (8) yields the eigen-values 
2 
w1 = 110 
2 
w2 = 111e 






w = 33 ·78 Fad 'sec 2 , . I ; 
In order to obtain the eigenvectors, substitute the eigen10~a!11;~.fi ~ ,, 
ation (6). . 
r1000-110 
L-soo 
pe at the first undamped natural frequency is 
(1&) 
1eating the above procedure for the second eigen-value, the eon-espendlng 
mvector is 
{ q}(2.) = {·.-3·1 t.o{ 
The modal matrix whose columns are eigen.veetors {q} . . and {q} iB (l) (J) 
-3· 58]. 
1·0· 
:oupling the Equation of Motion: 
Assume the solution of equation (4) is of the form 
{x} = [Q] (17} 
T . 
:multjplying equation (4) by [Q] YJ;elds 
·ril!it;. .· • ' ., 
~~-r.' 
It is seen that in equation (11), the matrices [ M], [ c] a.nd [K] are 
tgonal. (i.e. [ C J is a linear combination of [M] and [K]). 
·._ ... 1 
·) 
' . t :-.~ 
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APPENDIX B 
.mple Problem: Response of a Non-classically Damped System. 
A problem is presented below to demonstrate the use of the mathematical 
eory presented previously. This system is an approxim.ation of a vehicle 
·iven on a rough road. It is assumed that (1) the vehicle is constrained to 
ree degrees of fr-eedom in the vertical direction and rotational motion of any 
the masses does not occur, and (2) the tires do not leave the road surface. 
As represented in Fig. ( 4 ), the values of the masses~ springs and the 
.mpers are reasonable approximations of the actual physical system. The 
. 
rward speed of the vehicle is 20 mph, and the road surface varies sinusoidally 
~th a wavelength of 10• 5 ft. and an amplitude X of 2 in. 
0 
·lution: 
The vehicle speed is 20 mph (28· 8 fps), and the excitation frequency is 
28·8 f= --= 2·74 cps 10·5 
.n. = 2Tif = 17· 2 rad/sec 
>plying Newton's second law of motion, the equations of motion of the system 
·e obtained as 
(1) 
(2) 
K3X Sin At + C3.JLX cos wt 0 0 . (3) 
~t F =J (K3X )2 + (C....n.X )2 0 - 0 ;j 0 
= M = 386lbs 
t ' 
= K = 15Q Ibi i.itt ,; \ 
1 ~ ' • . 
; ~ '\1. . ) I 
= c = 17. i3 lhYr~rs~ 
·t 'F 1 ~ i i ~ 1 
' <C I ; " : 
> 1 \ --~-~ : ~~ .[" :5 : 
,. 
'· 











· K 3 








. X=X Sitiat 
. . (), . . . 
Figure 4 
A Three Degree-of-freedom Non-classically Damped system 
.· 
-1 
.,P = tan· C3Stt;c' -'"f·: 
K3 
The equation of motion can'be expressed.in matrix form as 
0 
0 0 
~ -K ~ ;;.,.. 1 
-~ (K~+K2) 
0 -K 
' ' 2 
o. 
+ -ci (C1 +C2) -c2 









F Sin (,At-+f/>) 
,M 0 
+ 
.. , ,.• :~tituting the values of masses. d?.~tq~. eoefficieots .apd .-,~~-
.... < ' . '· . 
quation (4), 
l. 0 0 17•1.3 -17·13 0 
·' 
0 10- 0 
0 0 -119.91 
150 -150 0 
. 1 
W = 13 ·16 rad/see 2 
w = 54:·89 ~/s~c 
.,3 ' r « " ·. ' ' 
[Q] = -025 
1. 0 1. 0 1. 0 
>wing the 'p,.-oce~ ~e~e~bed, ill A~ndix A: 
. - · · 5'~ OT · 0 ~ 0 
T : . . . ~. , l , · .. 
[Q] [;M][Q] := ·~ 0 1· 30 
. · ~ I 
0 
0 273· ·0 
[Q]T[ K](Q] ~ . o 217·8 
0 0 
37·6 






It is seen from these results that the undamped modal matrix diagonalizes 
: M] and [K] matrices but fails to diagonalize the damping matrix (C ]. Thus 
pven system is non-classically dam.ped. and Foss's method is required to 
in the system response. Computer program-! gives the set of eigenvalues 
eige~vectors ·~· follows .• · 
a 1 = -0· 171·00391 Eo~+ i O·O 
....0 ·13182325 E 01 + i 0· 0 
· 0 ·125$6279 E 02 + i 0· 0 
{<P}1 = 0 ·17100391 E 03 + i 0· 0 
0 ·77087879 E-Q2 + i o- 0 
-Q-73309898 E-Q1 + i o- 0 
'•"' l.•o +iO·O 
'l-1'..-~ .. -·- '._-,,~_· __ :. .. ' . 
• . fY. 2 .;;: ~ ·'138S5308 E 02 + i O.,() 
· ~'·1~490296 E 02 +.i ·o· o 
·· r. , :. • ; >'9· 1491.'96'12 E 02 + i .. 0• 0 
{<P)2 ~ 1, ,"1388S308 E 02 + i 0· 0 
0· 89953327 E 00 + i 0• 0 
. ~ \... . ' 
·" . • " -0·10744934 E 01 + i 0· 0 
1· 0 + i 0·0 
a = -0·10460899 E 02 - i 0·89725504 E 01 
' 3 
., : ~-~-~(1 
0·55195847 E 02 + i 0·31114151 E 02 
-Q·l046089!J'E 02 - i 0· 89725504 E 01 
' ; :r.~ {~j; = ·-o-552.07434 E ·01 + i 0·22416039 E 01 
-Q·45097656 E 01 + i 0· 89379883 E 00 ':·~~ .. ~-·:_ •"f) .. :t { ""' ~-· . . ., , 
1·0 +iO·O 
0·19,816589 E 00 .:_ i 0·38425541 E 00 
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&~t fs1 tb.'e ~o~ple~··~onjugate of ~3 so the eigenvector {~} 4 is also the complex 
conjug~~· a~ the vector {~}3. 
: ' 
~a5 , r = -Q•39696474E .Ol .... i 0•68315782 E 01 
I ' i ~ ' ' . . 
t ~- . l ; " 
l -.t'-~ J. it -~ ... • . 
* Whil~\~6·rtnalii'mg the ;:modal vector 'to the last coordinate, the matrix [A] 
beeomes singular, so the modal vector is normalized to succeeding (n) 
coordinate. 
0• 98555450 E 01 - i 0· 60767014 E 02 
0· 80388947 E 01 - i 0· 33933365 E 02 
(q,} = -Q. 39696474 E 01 - i 0· 68315783 E 01 
5 
0· 6'0230713 E 01 + i 0· 49424896 E 01 
0 • 32021704 E 01 + i 0· 30374231 E 01 
\ l· & + i 0· 0 
L· ~6 is the -eom.plex conjugate of cx5 , so the eigenvector {q, 16 is the 
comple~ .conjlilp':te ef the vector ( ~}5 • 
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. ·· , · :De .im.agmaey part o:f the Q( • gives a damped natural frequency of the 
1 
·System .• :~ As· the imaginary parts of cx1 and a2 are zero, the corresponding 
systelJ!l ~spon$e ~ overdam.ped. The set of damped natural frequencies are: 
; 
' wd: = 6· 87 ---:3 /see 1 ' . . ,> LC:tl:.ll' i 
. ' ' 
I ' 
· wcii = 8· sri rad/sec 
' 2 ') 
;FQrced Vibration Response to a SinuSoidal Input 
.· Output from·.progrmn-2 gives the vectors { Fl}, [ F2}, as indicated in 
chapter m, as wen. as the complete response of the system. The steady state 
portion of the respdnse is 
. t)Q : ~ .1 {Fl} Cos (..o.t-h~) - {F2} Sin (.nt+t/>) 




... ·~ .. ., ]{:~ ·- 1· 509 
~ :~J" , [: ~ ,,· .~" ~ ./: "' : ·f. \ r • 
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or 
The phase angle of X. is with respect to the input displacement X (at 0°). 
1 0 
The complete response of the system with and without damping is 
plotted in Figs. 5-7. for comparison. Initial conditions for the given system 
are as follows. 
xl 0 
. 
x2 = 0 




x3 0 1•0 
*These values agree to 4 significant figures with those obtained by the Holzer 
and impedance methods. See reference 8. 



















Response of the Mass M2 to a Sinusoidal Input 
, ·• ·' . 
8.0 











Response of the Mass M 3 to a Sinusoidal topit 
';. _., 
. ,;;;<:~j}~~ .. ' . 




Response of the System to a Half-Sine Transient Input: 
The same vehicle is assumed to move on a smooth road. Then it 
~xperiences a half-sine disturbance with a half wave-length of 5· 25 ft. and 
unplitude X of 2 inches. Thereafter, the road is smooth. The responses 
0 





















' ... , 
~.o 














-c:l. .1 1.0 ~ tin sec. 
-1.0 
Figure 10 
Response of the Mass M3 to a Half-sine Transient Input 
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For the same system, the damped and nndamped steady-state responses 
re as follows. 
Damped 
x1 = 1·1;>4~15° _ 
X =:1·147· /268~5° 
' 2 .. , L::.. 
x 3 = 1· 734J!:f46 
Undamped*-
x1 = 0· 698 bo 
x2 = O· 678 [}so0 
From the total response plots, it is seen that the maximum undamped 
nplitude of mass M 1 is nearly twice that of the damped amplitude, even 
.ough that of the undamped steady-state response is less than that of the 
unped one. Although the maximum undamped amplitude of mass~ is not 
lpreciably larger than its damped amplitude, the maximum undamped ampli-
.de of mass M 3 is almost 60% greater than its damped amplitude. 
Comparison of the damped and undamped responses of the system to a 
uf-sine transient input gives further support to the conclusion that the 
1damped response of a system is unsatisfactory for purposes of either design 
r analysis, unless damping is small. If engineers are to make effective and 
:!onomic use of materials and space in the design of damped dynamic systems, 
ten the methods and procedures presented in this thesis should be of considerable 
uue. 
1 ~steady-state response" here refers only to that portion of the total response 
ccurring at the forcing frequency. 
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